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Story

Rosalea receives a special present: a magical music box that makes her greatest wish come true. She is

transported to a magical realm and turned into a princess! Now she has to deliver the inhabitants of this

realm from the curse of an evil enchantress. Luckily Rosalea has a secret recipe up her sleeve…

- one story sub-divided in several chapters, read by a child and a grown-up together

- the texts work like a role-play: the children read the part of the protagonist, while the grown-up reads the

other characters as well as the voice-over

- the texts differ in font, layout and extent, adapted to the children’s needs

- generous and colourful illustrations are immersed in the text: larger ones in the part of the grown-ups, and

vignettes and smaller illustrations in the part of the grown-ups which help the children to follow the grown-

ups’ text

- ideal for parents and grand-parents who want to assist in the process of learning to read

Alexandra Fischer-Hunold

Alexandra Fischer-Hunold was born in 1966 in Düsseldorf. After studying German and English she worked

at a travel guide publisher in Cologne. She is now a successful author of children's books. Alexandra
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Fischer-Hunold lives with her husband, daughter and her dog in Münster.
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